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Paris, 9  th   March 2010   : Sculpteo, the 3D printing specialist for people at large, innovates and launches new 
services for all Internet users. From now they can earn money, no matter their 3D knowledge is, by selling 
their models online and saving on their orders of voluminous objects.
The  website  is  also  improved  with  new functionalities  to  make  the  3D printing  technology  even  more 
accessible, without using a 3D software.

To earn money with Sculpteo, it's possible!

Royalties for 3D creators

From now, 3D models designers can be paid for 
their work.
By opening a shop on sculpteo.com, they can sell 
their  creations  :  they earn  a  royalty  on  each  3D 
printing ordered by the customers, by giving a non 
exclusive license to  Sculpteo.  The amount  of  the 
royalty is decided by the creator, and is paid each 
month.

Savings on voluminous objects

Sculpteo  applies  a  new  tapering  charges 
system according to the volume. 

The cm3 price decreases by steps, and the Internet 
users make interesting savings when they increase 
the size of their object. 

The  goal  is  to  make  the  3D  printing  technology 
more accessible on the voluminous objects.

New functionalities for everyone : online creation without 3D software

Sculpteo improves its services for the Internet users, who begin with 3D conception, and gives the possibility 
to create directly online, thanks to different modules : 

Images in relief : this application allows to give relief to a 2D image.

Text in 3D  : the user writes his text then chooses the font, the height and thickness of the letters 
and/or the background, and finally the color.

Geometric forms : from a standard or elaborate form, the Internet user can refine, deform and color 
its creation.

Free key rings : the user customizes its key ring by choosing its model and the hook.

These new services are easy ways for the Internet users to make and offer singular, customized gifts, or 
objects designed by talented 3D creators.

About Sculpteo and 3D printing
3D printing is a process which allows to make a real object from a 3D file. The final object is created by successive layers of material. 
Launched in 2009, Sculpteo is a 3D printing service, fully online, from the 3D design upload to the order of the object, with the will to 
make this technology easier and more accessible for everyone.
More information on : www.sculpteo.com, the Sculpteo blog
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